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II.o
¤¤ Velocity of Sound

e • Chord Length

Op ¤ Ceefficient of Pressure = p-po/q

Cpim ¤ Coefficient of Pressure for Incompressible Case

E ¤ Bulk Modulus ¤ dp/gg

M ¤ Mach Number ¤ V/s
V

Mo • Free Stream Value of M
lP • Pressure

¤= Free Stream Value of P
q • Dynamic Pressure ¤[l/äavz

R • Reynolds Number ¤ VLp4u y
t • Thickness of Airfoil
V ¤¤ Velocity of Body

x ¤ Linear Distance
Y

• Ratio of Specific Heats

6 • Wedge Half-angle

P ¤= Coefficient of Viscosity
e ·· ruaausa Symbol
p ¤ Density
¢ ¤ Function Symbol
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III, QNTRODUCTIOH

Before the advent of World War Il, the problem of a body

moving through a compressible fluid was essentially academic, At

that time there was nc reason for ocnaidcring the problem from a

practical viewpclnt since it did not appear that the speed cf aircraft

would approach thc point at which it wold become necessary to consider

the effects of comprcssibility, However, with the acceleration of

scientific research which always accompenies a war, it became obvious

that faster and more powerful aircraft were needed, More especially,

when the Germans produced the V-1 and Vhü missiles which attained

extremely high velccities, the need for eve faster protective devices

neeessitated the design of airoraft an missiles with which to counter

these weapons, Immediately, the designers found themselves in the posi-

4 tio of having to design an instrument of flight which was not only in

the subscnic compressible range but which might even transcend the epeed

cf sound, The immediacy of the problem found the world lacking in

thecretical knowledge cf the subject, The fortunate end of the war

relieved the necessity of having to produce aircraft which would have

been intuitively designed since the aircraft engineer had very little

theory with which to work,

The prossing need for a workabls theory which would apply in

the compressibility range cf velocities has broght together a collection

of approximate ad exact thecries, To the mathematiclan, the problem

is oe in which the type cf partial differential equaticn of motio

changes from elliptical, in the subsonic case, to hyperbolic, in the

eupersoic case, and ceases to have any solution at nach Number of unity,
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Although the subsonic flow (elliptic type) has no general east solutio,

fortunately, the aupersonic (hyperbolic type) does, That is, the

fundamental equations of motion in the subsonic case are of such a non-

linear character that no mathenatical tools exist whereby a general eact

solution may be extracted, „As pointed out, there have been developed

several approximate theories which have given some insight as to the

nature of the physical phenomena that exist at high subsonic speeds,

There are three of these theories which are in comon use and

are of varying degrees of accuraoy, The first is the Prandtl-Glauert

rule which is a very good first approimstion, The second, which is more

accurate than the Prandtl-Glauert relation, ie that developed by·von

Karman and Tsien (10), Recently, there has been developed a more

accurate approimation by Truitt (16), and verified by Laitone (8),

Several investigatione have been carried out recently (1, 3, 9)

to verify the exactness of these theories at high subaonic and superscnic

speeds, While the results are, in general, ccnfirmativc, there are

several discrepancies between the theoretical pressure distributicns an

the actual results, Since the very nature of high~speed testing equipment

necessitates using test conditions which result in very low Reynolds

Numbers, the differences were thought to be due to a viscous phsnomsna

rather than compressibility phenomss, This investigatio was initiated

in order to determine whether these phenomena were due to viscous effects
”

(low Reynolds Number), completely below the range of compressibility, or

to compressibility (Mach Number),
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IV. REVIEW OF LITERAQQEE

Bryson, Arthur Earl, Jr., ”An Experimental Investigation of Transonic

Flow Past Two-dimensional Uedge and Circular-arc Section Using a Mach-

Zehnder Interferometer", NASA TN 2560, November, 1951.

Interferometer measurements for the flow fields near two-

dimensional wedge and circular·arc sections at nero angle of attack at

high subscnio and low supersonic velocities are discussed. Pressure

dietrihutions as a function of the Mach Number are given and compared with

the theoretical work of Guderley and Yoshihara, Vencenti and Wegener, end

Cole.

The experimental data gives evidence of an added overpressure

which is not predioted by the theory nor truly ecccunted for by the Author.

This phencmenon gives rise to a shift in the point Op ¤ 0.

(This discovery led to the present investigation o the assump-

tion that this shift was due to bonndary layer effect. It was discovered,

however, that the boundary layer did not cause the phenomenon evident in

the data but some additive effect due to Mach Number was deduoed to be

the cause.)
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Griffith, gayland, ”Shoek-Tube Studies of Transonic Flow over Hedge

rofi1ee,” Journal of the Aeronautioal Sciences, Vol, 19, No, A,.April,

1952, pp, 249-25*7,

Steady flow fields around two·dimensional wedges for Mach

Numbers between 0,85 and 1,80 are dieoussed, It is found that the

pressure distributions over a wedge are identical in form over a large

range of Mach Numbers, Data for the eomputation of drag throughout the

entire transonio range is presented, The results are in excellent agree-

ment with theoretical prediotions within the limdtations provided by such

theories,
J The same increase in overpressure and shift in Op ¤ O point is

noted in this more recent report, Again, there is no explanation offered

by the Author and no basis found for such a contradictory effect,

This report, while extending the range of the Bryson investi-

gation, is much closer to discovery of the actual flow phenomena at a

Mach Number of unity as far ae published information is coneerned•
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Guduley, G- and Ycshihara, H-, “The Flow Over a Hedge Profile at Mach

Number
l,” Journal of the Aeronautioal Sciences, Vol- 17, No- ll,

November, 1950- PP- 723-735-

The flow over a wedge-ehapcd profile at zero angle of attack

end with a free-stream.Mech Number cf unity ie computed using the hcdc-

graph method es eimplified hy the transonic law of similarity-

This theoretical analyeie of the flo at the sonic speed

servee to carry the Aerodynemic information through a range where

testing is virtually impossible-
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Stack, John; Lindsay, W. F.; and Littell, Robert E., "The Compress-

ibility Burble and the Effect of Compressibility on Pressures and

Forces Acting on an Airfoil,“ HACA TR 646, 1938.

The data discussed include the results of pressure distribu-

tion measurements and force tests for three low angles of attack for a

speed range extending from one•tenth the speed of sound to speeds in

excess of the critical values at which a breakdown of the flow, or

compressibility burble, occurs•
(It was this report which was used to confirm that the Üp = O

shift occurred for bodies of all shapes and expanded the field of

investigation beyond that reported in the preceding papers.)
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V. IQEQQZ
The effect of compressibility on the pressure distribution of

any airfoil has become a problem to which the aircraft industry is inex-

orably tied. It has long been known that compressibility increasea the

amount of overpressure existent on the surface of the airfoil, and since

the drsg is directly proportional to the overpressure, it is obvious

that a costlier expenditure of energy is necessary to propel the wing.

With the advent ef near·sonic eircraft, the problem of predicting the

pressures has becos acute and several theories and approimationa have

been put forth which attempt to calculate this effect• A brief outline

of these theorics will be submitted here for comparison with the data

obtained, and no attempt will be made to follow their development or

limitation ecept as they relatc to the investigation in this paper.

First, it may be shown that the pressure coefficient in sub-

sonic, incompressible, invisoid, potential flow about a two—dimensiona1

wedge is given hy (1, 7):

cpino " 'QQ. l¤ (1)
7r 1-3: 0

where 6 is the angle of flow dsviation and x/c is the percent chord.

It will be noted that if this equation is solved for GP = O, then the

pressure coefficient must be glggyg zero at x/o = O.50•

From the same considerations, the pressure coefficisnt for

subsonic, incompressible, inviscid, potential flow about a two-dimensionsl,

bi-eonvex section is given by (1, 7):

cpinc " -4.. E E1-X/¤) l¤ ..2,9.. (2)
1 o 1- c
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Solution of this Gqüatloh fOI‘ Cp == O Shows, 'hhgt, ighip, cgnditigg

Emst always prevail at x/c = 0,22,
„A, Prandtl—Glguert Rule

By considering the small perturbation theory, i,e, that the

disturbances generated by an airfoil moving at high speeds are very

small, Prandtl and Glauert simultaneously arrived at a solution of the

differential equations of motion, By use of a linear transformation of

a known incompressible function, Prandtl and Glauert were able to show

that the pressure coefficient for the compressible, inviscid, potential

case could be written in an approxiation as:

M°<1 (2)
o

where Cpinc is the pressure distributin obtained for incompressible

flow (10), 1

This equation states that the coefficient of pressure (both

positive and negative) at a given point on a body at a free stream M ¤ Mo

is larger by the factorJi=E;§:2, It will be noted that while the

pressure coefficient is increased, the theory will not admit to a positive

increase in the pressure ”envelope”; more expressly, there is no transla-

tio of the point CE = O along the body, This theory, then, does not

predict the ggggg growth in the overpressure region which ia evident fro

the experimental data obtained in the subsonio, compressible range,

B·The
transformation of the equation of motion into the hodograph

plane linearized the non·linear equation and from an idea advanced by
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von Karman (21), H. S. Tsien (20) was able to find a solution applicable

to modern airfoil theory. The results of these investigations indicated

that, as a better approximaticn than the Prandtl-Glauert rule, the

pressure coefficient could be expresed as:

GP ¤ -.-.-EHiEE...2.E.-....... (4)
J1

+ l)2

This expression for small values of Cpiuc is identical with the Prandtl-

Glauert rule (10).

While this equation gives better agreement with actual exper-

ience, it is again evident that for a given point on a body, the compress•

ible pressure is merely an expansion of the incompressible distribution.

The thecgy, also, will not allow translation along the body of the point

E.¤2..‘i..?.•
C. Truitt Sound-Spgce Theggy

More recenly, Truitt (16, 17, 18, 19), by use of a Lorentz-

type transformation cf time and space variables, was able to show that

the pressure coefficient could be writte as:

..(Mg .,.....·2.....) (1 _„ QL Gpim) -(v-1/Ü
Y — 1 Y - 1 2

This equation, more accurate than the two preceding ones, for a third

time is merely an expansion of the incompressible pressure. And again,

this theoyy will allow no translation of the CP ¤ 0 point along the body.
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A11 of these theories, in everyday use, are applied in the

prediction of the pressure distribution on high-speed airfcils, but
each falls to predict the added growth in the overpressure region and
consequently the shift in the CP ¤ 0 point.

D. Ackeret or Linear Theogz

For the pre supersonic case, the linearized Ackeret Theory

(ll) is evidently very good and immediately gives the pressure distri-
bution over the surface at M°T>> 1. .Actually, this theory assumes that

the shock must be attached which condition never prevails at Mb ¤ 1.
The shock attachment is important in that the flow bggggd a shock wave

is not supereonic unless the wave is attached to the body. The

expression for the pressure coefficient as derived by Ackeret is:

M°>l (6)
Since this quation repreeents a complete overpressure region for a

wedge at zero angle of attack, there is no difficulty involved in its

use except the deterination cf the point at which the shock becomes

attached. If the shock is not attached, Mb s: 1 and equatio (6) has

no meaning.
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VI. AEQARATUS

és Migd jgngel

This investigation was conducted in the Virginia Polytechnic

Institute Wind·Tunnel• The tunnel is a eingle•return, open throat type

with a 3—foot diameter working section• A detailed explanation of the

tunnel is given in reference (2)•

B• .gi;£oilg

Two airfoils were made by the Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Industrial Engineering Shop as directed by Figures (1) and (2)•

One feature worth noting is that the circular-arc profile was

determined from the restriction that the arc must become tangent to the

straight portion at a point two inches from the nose• This restriction

insured the correct radius of curvature ad agreed with the theoretical

assumption for the body shape•

The location of the orifices was determined by pure mechanical

considerations• The first orifioe was located es close to the nose ae

practicahle and was then used es a hase from which to lay off all other

tap measurements•

One orifice was drilled into the bottom face of each model

geoetrically opposing the last one in the upper surface in order to

facilitate maintainance of zero angle of attack•

Each model was fitted with two, 6 x 3 inch, sheet aluminum

end plates to produce two dimensionality•

The models were mounted horiscntally in the test section by

supporting them between two, 2 foot lengths of 1/2 inch, etreamlined,

steel tubing•
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ZI;. IEYESTIGQTION AND DI§CUSSION

„A. Egpggimentgl Investiggtion of Fugdgmggtgl Pressure Distribution

1- ggggiggaggggi ;5¤ garage girfoil
The first part af the experimental investigation was underteken

to determine the basic pressure distribution over the surface of a two-

dimensional, l5° sharp—nosed wedge-type airfoil with a maximum thickness

of 8 percent, based cn an overall chord length of A—inches„ The airfoil

section is divided into two parts, one wedge-shaped and the remainder

rectangular, (Fig. 1), with the fundamental chord length of the wedge
1

section 2-inches and that of the rectangular section 2—inches„ This

particular configuration was chosen because it is one for which data in

the transonic and supersonic ranges is available.

The pressure distribution for this airfoil was obtained in

the Virginia Polytechnic Institute wind—Tunnel at low subsonic speeds

from 20 feet per second to 150 feet per second. These limits are

practical ones from the standpoint of the tunnel, since at very low

speeds, control of the tunnel velocities is very difficult to maintain

and the higher speeds are limited by the horsepower available from the

tunnel motors. Throughot this range, however, the Mach Number may he

considered as being practically zero (on the order of 0.05) while the

Reynolds Number was varied from 30,000 to 90,000 based on the 4-inch

chord.

The significant fact obtained from the pressure distribution

(Fig. 3) in this low-speed range, where viscos phenomena predominates,

is that the shape of the pressure ”enve1ope“ (as evidenced by the
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pressure coefficient) was exactly the same as that predictd from theory,

There are two further points which are of great importance: first, the

negative coefficient of pressure as obtained from this experiment is

considerably larger than that predicted theoretically, an second, the

point of zero pressure coefficient is not at the same point, chordwise,

as that predicted by theory, From theory it is shown (Pg, ll) that the

« point for zero pressure coeffioient must occur at the 50 percent chord

whereas the results of this experiment indicate the zero pressure

coefficient occurs at 44 percent chord,

The fact that the pressure distribution shows a much larger

underpressure indicates immediately that in the low Reynolds Number

range, the viscous phenomena manifest in the boudary layer build—up

effectively thickens the airfoil, giving rise to these large discre-

pancies between theory and experiment, The theory (Fg, ll) shows that

the CP is directly proportional to the wedge angle 6, and hence, with

the angle effectively increased by the boundary layer, there is a

corresponding increase in the CP,

The change in the CP = 0 chord point cannot be so easily

explained, One explanation which is offered may be considered in light

of the boundary layer build-up, Since the zero pressure coefficient

defines the point at which the local pressure on the body is the same

as that of the free stream, then by definition the local velocity at

that point will be the same as that in the free stream, Since the

theory assumea that the streamlines of the flow will follow the contour
of the body, the acceleration of the flow would be constant as it
traversed the length of the wedge, At the wedge midchord, therefore,
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the velocity would be exactly the same as that of the free stream.

However, it is known that the boundary layer thickness is of the form:

-1 26 -· 5.20 (R) / (x) (7)
where R is the free stream Reynolds Number and x is the linear distance
along a flat plate at zero angle of attack. It seems reasonable to

assume, then, that over an inclined flat plate (one face of the wedge)

at a very small angle of inclination, the boundary layer thickness would

be very nearly the same, or, sensibly, would be:

6 ·= 1; da)? x (s)

where K is a constant. Asauming for the eake of argument that the

boundery layer thickness may be expressed as:

6 = 6.20 (R)"1/2 x (9)

then the thickness may be seen to increase parabolically along the plate.

As a coneequence, the airflow must be accelerated, not oonstantly, but

parabolically, and would reach free stream velocity at a point on the

airfoil ahead of that based on non-viecous flow consideration. Further,
as the Reynolds Number is increased, then, the boundary layer would

deorease in thicknese and the Op ¤ O point would approach aeymptotically

the point (x/c • 0•5) Predicted by the theory.
It is shown by Liepmann and Bryson (9) that the thickness of

the boundary layer is 6 ¤ 0.007 (R)°l/2 ol/2 where c is the chord length.

This value is in good agreement with the results of this investigation
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and is very nearly the exact relation obtained by the Author• Since

the difference was negligible, the Bryson value was assumed to be correct.

g- fgg·d;ggnaiggal §i•convgx airfgfl
The second part of the experimental investigation was the

determination of the basic pressure distribution over the surface of a
two·dimensional, sharp-nosed bi-conve type of airfoil 8 percent thick

based on a chord length of A~inches. Again, the section is divided

into two parts with the bi-convex section 2-inches long followed by the

rectangular section 2·inches long (Fig. 2). As with the wedge, this

section was chosen in order to correlate the data obtained with the
data already available in the high·speed rangee.

The same phenomena which exists for the wedge appears again

for the bi—convex section. While the shape of the pressure ”envelope”
is, of course, different from that of the wedge, the same uner-predic—
tion by the theory is evident. The CP • 0 point occurs experimentally
st 10 percent of the chord while the theory predicts that it should fall

at 22 percent of the chord, (Fig. 4).

The same arguments that were advanced in the preceding analysis

for the wdge could as easily be applied to the bi—convex section. In

fact, the visualization of the front part of the bi-convex sectio,as

the superpositio of the boundary layer on the wedge,will substantiate

the explanation offered concerning the shift forward of the CP = 0 point.

There is no known value for the boundary layer thickness on a

curved section and the difficulties involved in testing or computationmade such a determination prohibitive.
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B, Comparison of gighggpped Pregsure Distributgons wiph php Qgpig
Subgonic Pressure Digtribution gg to {ogg,

Bryson (1, 9), in a series of tests on a l5°, 8 percent thick

wege section has amply demonstrated the shape and growth of the pressure

distributions, From comparison with the theory and with the experimental

results, it is convincingly demonstrated that the pressure distribution

will maintain eseentially the same shape throughout the high-speed sub-

sonic range 0,5 6;,M 6; 1,0 as that established at a virtual Mach Number

of nero, The theoretioal pressure distribution as given by several

different formulae (Pg, 12) shows that the growth of the preesures is a

functio of the Mach Number, That this growth is auch a function is clear

from the experiment, and in fact, is in fairly good agreement with theory,

There ie, however, one glaring disorepaney, At the beginning of the

eompressibility range M ¤ 0,5 the point Op ¤ 0 begins a migratory move-

ment baokwards along the body and ocntinuea to move aft with ever-increas-

ing Mach Number, It has already been shown that no additional overpreesure

is predicted by‘gpy,gppgp,phpggy involving a compressibility correction,
' This shift then indioates that the overpressure region is grossly under-

estimated by the theory and the underpreasure region overestimated, That

this is a serious fault is obvious when it is recalled that the drag is
T

directly proportional to the amount of overpressure o the body, If the

pressure distributio for a wedge is to be found from a lo-speed, in-

eompressible test and then extended by the compressibility corrections,

the drug as estimated will be much lower than that which would actually

be encountered,
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In a more recent paper, Griffith (2) has extended the range

of the Bryson investigations by utilizing a shock tube method of flow

generation, These experimental results truly cover the transonic range

since the Mach Numbers investigated were from M • 0,909 to M = 1,108,

This is the closest to s Mach Number of unity that data has ever been

taken, so far as is known to this investigator,

As in the Bryson investigations, the form of the pressure

distributio remained the same es that obtained in this paper and on

comparison of the Bryson and Griffith reports, does so until the shock

wave becomes attached at M ¤ 1,37, The pressure “envelope“ form changes

rather abruptly at that point and very nearly assumes the pre super-

sonic distribution which has been well defined from theory and is

almost exact,
(

In the Bryson investigation, the Reynolds Number was held

xspproximately constant at s numerioal value of 60,000, From practical

consideration, this is an extremely low value since at stadard

atmcspheric conditions, a body moving at M • 1, in free air, could be

only 0,05 · feet in length to maintain R ¤ 60,00. The extremely low

values are inherent in high—speed wind-tunnel work because of the

necessity of using very small models in a low-density, repidly expanding

flow, As a diret consequence of the low Reynolds Number, laminar flow

is maintained, resulting in a large boundary layer build-up, The

additional thickness due to the boundary layer oxhibits the same effect

in the transonic and supersonic regions as at the low speeds reported in

this paper, Specifically, the overpressure is less than the theoretical
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prediction• while this would appear to negate some of the overpressure

addition due tc compressibility, there seems to be no correlation an it

must be remembered that s full-size airfoil would be flown at meh higher

Reynolds Nubers than this•

This same difficulty is encountered by Griffith since his

investigation was carried on at R ¤ 100,000 which is still in the laminar

flow region,

Fro comparison, therefore, it is evident that if pressure

distributions are to be taken at a low speed for extension by the

oompressibility corrections to that of high speeds, then extreme care

must be taken to insure that the Reynolds Number is high enough to remove

the boundary layer effect, If not, the drag may be in error by a very

large amount resulting in a disastrous ea1culation•

C, Qrgjggted Qonsgdgggtiggg

From the investigation reported in this paper and in the

Bryson and Griffith reports, it appears that an additional overpressure

of the Ackeret or square-type distribution begins to form at M’¤ O•5•

It would seem feasible, then, that a method of superposition could be

advantageously employed• That is, the pressure distribution shape

remains essentially the same from Mo ¤ 0 up to the shock attachment

Mach Number and from there changes to the Ackeret-type of distribution,

It would appear, therefore, that some distribution of the Aokeret•type

which would be a function of the Mach Number and the shape variable, 6,

could be added (superimposed) to the original equations to obtain the

correct pressure distribution before shock attachment,



In view of the above considerations, the form of auch an
equation for a wedge would be:

cp ¤ ..3.... ....],11.... 1.%} + 6:. (M, 6), (10)
V J1 • H2

c(M, 6) is of the Ackeret-type and is a function of the Mach Number and
the shape function 6, By an extension of the same argumets, the

pressure coefficient for the hi·convex section would be:

cp B •°$ -ihk-• •• X/3) lu + 1+17*
(I1 ,, 1 • X/G

where t/c is the fineness ratio for the body,

In order that the form of e(M, 6) may be determined, a

procedure of dimensional analysis could be easily folloed, For example,
it may be assumed that the pressure over a body can be defined by:

p·x>(¤,V,¤•/«•E,ö,=¤) (12)
where c is the chord legth, E, the bulk modulus of elasticity, 6 is
the effective wedge angle to be defined later, and x any distance along
the chord, Then it can be shown that the pressure will be:

p ·= p v2¤ ¢1 (M) ¢2 02) nv; (6) ¢,, <¤/¤> (12)

an it follows by definition that the pressure coefficient is of the

same form, In the usual manner, the pressure distribution and coefficient
ay be found as a function of each of the variables taken one at a time,

By careful analysis oe could then determine the exact form of c(M)•



It should be notad at this point that the Reynolds Number does

not appear expressly in the expression for CP but is indieated in the

analysis, lt has already been shown that the Reynolds Number is inherent

in the shape variable term 6, and becomes obvious upon defining an

·effective wedge angle 60 as:

68 A- öa + öb 0 (1;,)

where 60 is the actual wedge angle and 6b_is the additional angle due to

boundary layer thickness. Therefore, this effective angle could be used

throughout in the expression for Op. Considcration of the circular-arc

profile would repeat these results if t/c is replace by te/o where te

is the effective thickness defined aa:

te ·- ta + tb (15)

The subacripts refer to the same quantities as equation (14).

By analysis of the very limited data available in the compreasible

range, this investigator was able to approximate one form of the pressure

coeffioient as:

**n G 1 + 6cp · "‘¢ le lm- ¢ <M> es
for the wedge section, where the last term is e(M, 6). The form and

inference of equation (16) is obviously valid at and beyond shock attachment

since:
M22···l==l·-M12 (17)
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where M2 denotes the Mach Number ahead of the normal shock wave and Mi
denotes the Mach Number behind, That is, the first term on the right

of equation (16) becomes:

ln es
which shows that it affects the shape of the pressure distribution curve

even though its predominance decreases with increasing Mach Number in

favor of the Ackeret—type distribution of the second term, The fact

that the Cpiuc term (Equation 18) does not lose its identity as the

shape function beyond shock attachment, is readily apparent from actual

experimental evidence, In other words, this term, which was shown to

be affected by the boundary layer, maintains some control, although small,

on the pressure distribution shape with increasing Mach Number, This

explanation would account for the contradictory forms obtainsd by Bryson

and Griffith after shock attachment,
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Kill. CONCLUSIONS

It was found in this investigation that the testing of

supersonic airfoils at subsonic speeds to obtain pressure distributions

will result in considerable error if the models are tested at very
low Reynolds Numbers. The thickness of the boundary layer is critical

at low Reynolds Numbers and causes a decrease in the overpressure region.

This, coupled with the fact that the overpressure region increases more

with Mach Number than predicted by the theory, could lead to erroneous

celculations of the drag.

with the present theories, it is impossible to predict the l

actual pressure distribution throughout the eubsonic to supersonic range.

A modification in the basic theory equations using the method of super—
position of an Akeret—type pressure distribution, a(M, 6), is suggested.

This function was not determined by the Author for lack of high-speed

test equipent.

lt is further pointed out that, should the neoessity arise

for testing the models at low Reynolds Number, the equations should be

modified to offset the effect of the boundary layer.

It is helieved, then, that by using the function e(M, 6) and

including any effect due to boundary layer thickness, the present theories

could be modified to give results more in keeping with actual experiment.

As the matter stands, however, there is a great likelihod that the drag

forces would be grossly underestimated, possibly resulting in structural

failure at worst and oertainly expeneive power loss at best.
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